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Cowabunga! is an overwhelming output of colour and pattern, always playing with distortion and 
illusion, and often verging on the psychedelic effects associated with the Op Art movement of 
the 1960s. Cat Mueller and Mei Wilkinson have both presented paintings that transgress the 
boundaries of the canvas, extending from the walls of the gallery and threatening to overwhelm 
or engulf the viewer. But beyond this natural aesthetic connection between the works of Mueller 
and Wilkinson, there’s the deeper conceptual commonality — that of childhood nostalgia. 
 
Both Wilkinson and Mueller grew up in the 90s and it’s clear that the motifs of the era remain 
close to their hearts, as they do for so many of us millennials — the generation so often 
accused of refusing to grow up. For Mueller, it’s 90s merch motifs that demand revisiting: the 
dolphins that were probably present on the contact you covered your school books with, the 
flock of McDonald’s arch shaped birds (‘macca’s birds’, as Cat calls them) which likely 
populated the skies of your drawings, or the moon and star combo no doubt familiar to you from 
any number of situations, be it your old bed sheets, wondering yearningly through ‘Dusk’ candle 
stores, or gazing up at the glow-in-the-dark versions stuck to your ceiling as you tried to go to 
sleep. They’re all there, along with many more of your favourite 90s memories, combined and 
recast in a soup of spatial and temporal distortion.  
 
Mueller’s use of an airbrush means the works are slippery to look at — your eyes slide from one 
point of familiarity to the next — from the moon to the bird, to the cloud to the dolphin, but the 
nostalgia here seems a little twisted, and your vision jars as it hits the impossible breaks in 
pattern; the knife edge changes in tone created through Mueller’s deft use of masking tape. If 
you look for a long time you can wind up feeling a little desperate, hoping for some solid 
memory to hold on to, but in these works memory becomes unreliable, and the past begins to 
feel unstable.  
 
I talked to Cat and Mei in the lead-up to Cowabunga!, and we discussed 90s nostalgia and the 
way it seems to be a generation-wide pass-time. General psychological wisdom suggests that 



we use nostalgia to order our experiences into a cohesive and meaningful narrative. For 
millennials, however, our childhoods have come with us, U-Hauled from share house to share 
house on the digital highway of the internet. In a rising tide of collective childhood associations 
(as opposed to memories), nostalgia for us is an ongoing celebration of 90s mundanity: the stuff 
we owned, the cartoons we watched, the sea monkeys we had which all died. The internet gives 
us the choice to keep holding on to these childhood tokens, and (as all hoarders know), given 
the choice, it can be hard to let go. 
 
Wilkinson’s massive Cathode Ray Toon, an installation which seems to begin as a painting (a 
screen?) and spread from there, is more actively threatening than Mueller’s works - the stripy 
distortions ooze from the canvas and onto the gallery walls, and coat the beanbag, raising  the 
question of whether you too would become stripy and distorted, were you to take up residence 
in its plush depths. It reminds me of Cool World, that 1992 cousin of Who Framed Roger Rabbit, 
in which Gabriel Byrne is trapped in a sleazy cartoon world of his own creation. Similarly, in 
Cathode Ray Toon, nostalgia isn’t so much a choice as a kidnapping, that can be experienced 
with either terror or thrill. I guess it comes down to whether you were the kind of kid who, when 
home alone and in the face of some forbidden late night thriller, turned on all the lights and 
insisted on being received in your sibling’s bed, or the kind that stayed up, bathed in the 
flickering blue light of the TV, to see the grizzly tale to its end. Or, perhaps a more pertinent 
metaphor might be whether you ride the wave, or instead get dunked and lose your Hot Tuna 
boardshorts in the churn: Cowabunga! 
 
 
 


